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jafar qureshi taqreer mp3 is one of the most
famous musicians of pakistan. he is one of the

finest music artistes of pakistan and is also
considered as best singer. he is born on 10
october, 1980 in layyah, pakistan. he is also

considered as one of the most talented singers of
the new generation. he started his singing career
from a very young age and started with his first

album “haalba” in 2002. he has also performed in
different musical tours throughout pakistan. jafar

qureshi taqreer mp3 has also released two albums
and many hits in his life. he has also worked with
famous music composers of pakistan like waqar

ali, rahat fateh ali khan, humera channa, riaz
mamdani and many others. jafar qureshi taqreer

mp3 is a great songwriter who has worked on
many famous songs in his career. he is also the
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only pakistani singer who has worked with many
international music composers from north america
and england. he is also famous for his poetic lyrics
and the depth of his lyrics can be felt throughout
the whole world. jafar qureshi taqreer mp3 is the

best singer of pakistan and has worked with world
class music composers. he has also sung many
songs in different languages like urdu, punjabi,

balochi, sindhi, pashto and persian. jafar qureshi
taqreer mp3 has been working on music all his

life. he had started his career as a young boy and
has since then released many albums and has

also performed live concerts throughout pakistan.
he has also been recognized as one of the best
singers of pakistan. jafar qureshi taqreer mp3 is
also considered as a great song writer and is one

of the best lyricists of pakistan. he has written
songs in different languages like urdu, punjabi,

persian, sindhi, pashto and many others.
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